
Email of 12 April 2021 from Jean Mitchell 

Subject: Planing Application 2021/ 0153/ FUL 

 

Dear Councillors,  

   Having worked on the Barrowden N.Hood Plan for 5yrs, along with other 

members , researching and  attending meetings where results from residents 

were meticulously discussed and catalogued and evidence gathered to support 

residents wishes for how the Character of our Village and Environment are 

protected and enhanced (for which over 60% of residents voted ) I wish to 

endorse and support Barrowden PC thoughtful Assessment of the above 

Planning Application.  I , and I know others support them in upholding the 

Policies set out in this Plan. 

  

This is the 4th Planning Application where applicants are wanting to use 

cheaper (wood) and some of them also other non heritage materials , on the 

predominately stone buildings of this village . This is now happening 

more,  after a plan was allowed , by  an extremely slim vote, in what was in 

my and others opinion a somewhat confused / chaotic February RCC Planning 

Meeting . ( I and others listened in to it with disbelieve at the disarray shown). 

 

I strongly opposed the Design and Materials proposed for the Village Hub 

Building precisely for this reason, that , if allowed, it was the thin end of 

the wedge for Builders and Developers to use cheaper materials and so there 

would be a proliferation of these types of materials wanting to be used in our 

Village , which could have a detrimental effect on the Character and Beauty of 

of this Conservation Village. Wood does not weather in such a good way or in 

the same as stone and often requires a lot more maintenance over the years. 

 

I pointed this out in letters to RCC Planning Dept., saying  it was bound to set 

a precedent and in my opinion is short sighted in respect of any future building 

in this Conservation Village. That is exactly what is now happening. 

 

I and others have sent letters , to RCC , officially complaining about Barrowden 

and Wakerley Legally Ratified  N.Hood  Plan not being sufficiently adhered to 

as we were told it would be, by our Government, after spending 5yrs carrying 

out this Government's Directives on the Project. 

 

The proposed Plan for Sawpit Cottage is mainly done with a thoughtful design 

but it is unfortunate that Wood Cladding has been proposed ( to save cost 

maybe ?)  for use on the very exposed wall in full view of the roadway 



and surrounding area . So my objection is to Cladding being used in this 

situation.  

 

Hopefully this can be resolved with goodwill so that the N. Hood Plan , carried 

out with the overwhelming support of the majority of residents of the two 

villages , is able to help Conserve the Character and Heritage of our Villages 

, and be adhered to for all present and future residents.  

 

Knowing of those involved , as I do,  I’m sure we all love our village and want 

only the best for it. 

 

 

Yours sincerely,  

Mrs   Jean Mitchell 
  
 


